
Task 2

Prompt: Trees are essential for existence of  the human race as they provide oxygen that we need 
to survive. Yet, daily all around the globe areas of woodland are being destroyed. Many people 
feel that they as individuals can do nothing and that only government and large companies can 
halt the destruction.

Deforestation is one of the principal subjects that become a heated debate over the last two 
decades. Tackling such a colossal matter which afflict the life itself (global warming), demands a 
vast amount of effort and contribution from all of the human beings, thereby, I do not subscribe 
to the view, as will now be discussed.

We are already observing an enormous tree clearance whether by vandalism or profitable aims. 
The issue is so horrendous and pervasive that consequences such as arid lands, can be seen now 
by our own eyes. Mother earth is a very unique and complex ecosystem containing a lot of 
components closely connected to one another. Furthermore, we must foresee what kind of 
environment we live behind for our future generations.

If governments and individuals work in tandem, via comprehensive planning in addition by 
implementing and in parallel with strict supervision, we as a whole could gain substantial 
benefits in the following years, to say the least. Firstly, in order to attain a plan, governments and 
companies need novel approaches and creative ideas from scientists and ordinary individuals. It 
is also critical that stricter fines be accredited to counter the acts of culprits. Secondly, converting 
plans into executive doable procedures requires the aid of every mind we can reach. Lastly, 
supervision is a key element and it is not a burden which the governments could carry alone, 
particularly, in areas where are far from the reach of the organizations or governments. 

To cut a long story short, every human being’s obligation is to acknowledge that as long as we 
work together we could achieve greatness, and in this case avoid extinction. However, when all is 
said and done, sustainable development is in this for the long haul.   


